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I. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the 

others (0.6 mark). 
1. A. disaster B. organization C. handicapped D. vehicle                     

2.  A. competition B. reciting C. encourage D. enthusiasm                 

3.  A. annual B. population C. stimulate D. judgeII. Choose 

the word whose main stress is placed differently from the rest (0.4 mark). 

1.  A. remote B. spirit  C. limit  D. smoothly 

2. A. donation B. charity C. performance D. society 

III. Choose the best option (A, B, C or D)  to complete each of the following sentences (3 marks). 

1. A person who decided who has won a competition is called a………………………………. 

 A. representative B. judge C. competitor  D. contestant 

2. Everyone congratulated Jim …………………..……………….……..winning the tournament. 

 A. for B. about C. with   D. on 

3. The English competition was …………………………………..by the students’ parents society. 

 A. made B. sponsored                      C. supposed  D. created 

4. If someone offered to buy you one of those cars, which one ………………..………………..? 

 A. would you choose B. will you choose C. you would choose D. you will choose 

5. Thanks to medical improvements, the……….…………rate in Newtown has recently decreased. 

      A. dead B. death C. deadly                         D. deaden 

6. ……………..the farm work, the farmers returned home. 
A. Finishing  B. Finish  C. Having finished D. Being finished 

7. We encouraged students to………………………………….….fully in the running of the college. 

 A. participate B. emerge C. go D. enter  

 8. It was unlucky that nobody was ………………………………………………the box. 

A. enough strong to lift  B. strong enough to lift  

C. enough strong lifting  D. strong enough lifting 

9. According to IFPRI, the world’s population is expected to be about 12 billion………………2150. 

A. on  B. at  C. of  D. by 

10. Linda hoped………………………………………………………..to the party, but she wasn’t. 

 A. to invite  B. inviting C. to be invited D. being invited 

11. …………..…………..interested in physics, I would try to learn more about it. 

 A. Should I B. If I am C. If I was D. Were I 

12. They were bitterly………………………………..…………………..with the result of the game. 

 A. disappoint B. disappointed C. disappoiting     D. disappointedly  

13. The team which…………………………………………………more goals wins the match. 

 A. shoots B. scores C. blows D. kicks 

14. He was badly……………………………………………….in the war and still bears the scars. 

 A. hurt  B. injured  C. wounded D. fallen 

15. We are always…………………………………..…….to our teachers for their precious help. 

 A. respectful B. grateful C. considerate D. admirable 

IV. Give the correct form of the word in brackets (1 mark). 

1.  The work of charity is funded by (volunteer)……voluntary……………donations. 

2. The map shows the (distribute)…………distribution……………of this species across the world. 

3. Some athletes take drugs to improve their (perform)……performance…………………………… 



 

 

4. They went hiking in a (mountain)…………………mountainous… region. 

5. Some of the happiest people in the world are those who help to bring (happy)…happiness……to 

other people. 

V. Choose the word that needs correcting (1 mark).  

1. The doctor advised the patientto stopto smoke.  

         A                              B            C              D 
2. If each leaf was your happiness, I would grow trees every where on this planet. 
 A                    B                       C                                  D 

3. Lisa accused her younger sister aboutbreaking her favorite vase. 

                                     A                   B         C                 D 

4. Havingreaded that novels many times, Ann doesn’t want to read it again. 

A                       B         C             D 

5. They don’t allow to smokein public placesin many country. 

A                  B                      C                     D 

VI. Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one (2 marks). 
1. After Jimmy had cleaned the floor, she went to the cinema with her friends.                                               

=> Having cleaned the floor, Jimmy went to the cinema with her friends. 

2. They can’t go camping because of the cold weather.                                                                               

=> If the weather were not cold, they could/would go camping.                                                                           

3. “ I’ve always wanted to be a pilot”. Paul said to you.                                                                              

=> Paul has always dreamedof being a pilot.                                                                                             

4. “ I will buy you a new motorbike if you pass the entrance examination.” Said my father.                 

=>My father told me that if I passed the entrance examination, he would buy me a new motorbike. 

5. Jame won’t catch the last bus unless he runs faster.                                                                              

=> If Jamedoesn’t run faster, he won’t catch the last bus.                                                                     

VII. Read the passage and answer questions (2 marks). 

THE QUIZ SHOW 

 My best friend Jenny  appeared on a TV quiz show a few nights ago. It was very exciting. We all knew 

that she would be on, so all our friends met at her parents’ house to watch it. Her parents videoed it too, 

of course. The programme started at half past seven. We screamed and clapped when we saw Jenny. She 

looked great. She had had her hair done, and was wearing the new top she had bought the day before. 

She sat in the chair in the middle of the studio while the presenter asked her some questions. The 

questions got harder and harder as they increased in value if she didn’t make any mistakes and get the 

most difficult question right, she would win a million pounds. By this time, Jerry had won a thousand 

pounds. That was definitely hers, whatever happened. She answered the next question correctly, which 

was worth five thousand pounds. I didn’t know the answer, but she did know! Then with the next 

question, she took a risk but got the answer wrong. She was gone out of the game. Still, she had her 

thousand pounds, and we were very proud of her.                                                                                         

Answer the questions:                                                                                                                                 

1/  Whatprogramme appeared on a TV  a few nights ago ?A tv quiz show                                              

2/ Was it very boring ?No, it wasn’t. 

3/ What time did the programme start?( It started) at half past seven. 

4/ Was Jerry gone out of game ?Yes, she was. 

5/ Where did she sit while the presenter asked her some questions? She sat in the chair in the middle 

of the studio. 

 


